Although many methods have been proposed to deal with nature image super-resolution (SR) and get impressive performance, the text images SR is not good due to their ignorance of document images. In this paper, we propose a matting-based dual generative adversarial network (mdGAN) for document image SR. Firstly, the input image is decomposed into document text, foreground and background layers using deep image matting. Then two parallel branches are constructed to recover text boundary information and color information respectively. Furthermore, in order to improve the restoration accuracy of characters in output image, we use the input image's corresponding ground truth text label as extra supervise information to refine the two-branch networks during training. Experiments on real text images demonstrate that our method outperforms several state-of-the-art methods quantitatively and qualitatively.
Introduction
Single image super-resolution (SR) aims to magnify lowresolution (LR) image to high resolution (HR) one. Generally speaking, there are three kind of methods for image SR: interpolation based methods [1, 3] , reconstruction based methods [10, 27] and exemplar training [6, 9] based methods. However, the SR problem is ill-posed due to a multiplicity of solutions exist for any given LR pixel. Recently, deep neural networks [4, 12, 23, 16] improve the performance significantly in terms of quantitatively and qualitatively. However, the performance of these networks has decreased toward text images due to their not taking the special properties of text images. Different from natural images, text images have more high-frequency information. In this paper, we focus on text image SR.
Text image SR aims to recover HR image with sharp text boundaries. Traditional methods [21, 13] add extra restrictions while solving an ill-posed problem. Nowadays, learning-based methods have witnessed great performance in low-level vision tasks. ASRS [22] restores textual images via multiple coupled dictionaries and adaptive sparse repre-sentation selection. In [5] , CNN is proposed for text image SR and achieves remarkable performance. SRCNN [4] is used to improve the accuracy of OCR by pre-processing. In [17] , language independent text SR is constructed using CNN and it takes less time during test than most natural images SR. Unfortunately, the text boundaries in output HR images of these methods are not sharp enough and are with some blur. Besides, some characters on the HR images may suffer from deformation when the resolution of LR images is very low.
To address these issues, we propose a matting-based dual generative adversarial network (mdGAN) for text image SR. The contributions of this paper are as follows: First, a deep matting method is used to decompose the input text image into two color images(foreground and background) and a text boundary image. Then two parallel branches are constructed to restore the two color images and the text boundary image respectively. The advantage is that it helps reduce blurring artifacts by processing the color and text boundary separately. Second, the LR image's corresponding text label is used as extra supervise information to reduce characters deformation in output HR image. To our best knowledge, we are the first one to introduce text label to improve the quality of restoration for image SR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section 2, followed by the details of our method in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results. The conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
Related work 2.1. Image matting
Image matting is to estimate foreground color layer, background color layer and alpha matte layer of an image. Many methods [19, 2, 20] may suffer from high-frequency chunky and low-frequency smearing artifacts due to highly reliant on color-dependent propagation. Instead of relying primarily on color information, Xu et al. [26] learn the natural structure that is presented in alpha mattes. An encoderdecoder is constructed to takes image and the corresponding trimap as input and predicts the alpha matte. Then they use a network to refine the alpha matte.
Generative adversarial networks
GANs have achieved great success in many low-level vision tasks, including image denoising, image deblurring and image super-resolution [23, 11, 25] . Despite their success, the training of GANs is known to be unstable and has great influence on performance. Many works [18, 28, 7] have been proposed to stabilize the GAN's training dynamics and improve the sample's diversity.
The proposed method
The architecture of our proposed matting-based dual generative adversarial network (mdGAN) is shown in Fig.  2 . It mainly consists of three steps: (1) decomposes the input LR text image into two color layers (foreground and background) and one text boundary layer using a deep matting method; (2) recover each layer separately using two parallel branches and compose the outputs to generate the output HR image; (3) calculate character classification loss in HR image based on an extra text label and adopt the loss to refine the two-branch networks in step 2.
Matting-based image decomposition
To reduce blurring artifacts in the process of text image SR, we introduce image matting in our network. Image matting claims that an image can be decomposed into a foreground layer, a background layer and an alpha matte layer. In this paper, alpha matte is called definite text boundary layer. Foreground and background layers are called foreground and background color layers respectively. An example of three layers are shown in Fig. 3 . The text boundary layer contains the soft edges of text. The foreground and background layers only contain the color information of the text and background. By processing the color and text boundary layers respectively, it contributes to reducing blurring artifacts for text image SR. In this paper, deep image matting [26] is used in our matting process.
Parallel SR branches process stage
As shown in Fig. 2 , text boundary layer α L contains the major text shape information while foreground layer F L and background layer B L are smooth but have more color information. Therefore, we adopt two parallel SR branches to recover the three layers respectively. For foreground and background layers, ESRGAN [25] is used as branch-1 due to its stronger supervision for color consistency. Owing to strong ability of restoration for high-frequency details, SFT-GAN [24] is adopted to recover the text boundary layer α L as the branch-2. To highlight the boundary information of α L , teager filtering [14] is adopted to α L before the α L is given to the branch-2. Thanks to the fact that we have used image matting to separate the input LR images into color information and boundary information, the filtering won't in- fluence the color information of the original image. Therefore, our method can avoid artifacts like color aliasing. Besides, to stable the training of GANs and improve the quality of restoration, we apply spectral normalization(SN) [15] to parameters in the branch-1 and branch-2. Once the three HR layers F H , B H and α H are obtained, the output HR image can be calculated as follows:
Experimental results
In this section, we demonstrate our text image SR performance by conducting experiments on one published text image SR dataset and one dataset constructed by ourselves. Besides, ablation study is carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of each part of our architecture.
Qualitative evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our methods against several state-of-the-art image SR methods: bicubic, SR-CNN [4] , SRGAN [11] , EDSR [12] , ESRGAN [25] and RCAN [?] . All models of these methods are from scratch trained under the training datasets which are adopted in our model. For ICDAR 2015, RMSE, PSNR and SSIM results are shown in Table 1 . Owing to the dataset is used to improve the OCR accuracy, thus the OCR accuracy after SR is also displayed in Table 1 . We can see that our method outperforms the other methods with a large margin. Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 show the visually comparison results. Our method products sharper text boundaries and less artifacts. For super TextSR 2018, the quantitative and qualitative comparisons are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5 .
Ablation study
To evaluate the effectiveness of every part of our architecture, we measure quantitative results under baseline, with image matting, with character classifier loss and with both image matting and character classifier loss in Table 3 . From Table 3 we can see that the quantitative results keep increasing with the matting and the character classification loss, which demonstrates the effectiveness of each part.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose mdGAN for text image SR. To reduce blurring artifacts in output HR image, the input LR image is firstly decomposed into color and text boundary layers by deep image matting. These layers are then processed SR by two parallel branches separately. The outputs of the two branches are composed to generate the output HR image. To reduce character deformation in output HR image, a character classification loss and a deep similar loss are used to refine the two branches. Besides, spectral normalization is adopted in two branches to improve the recover quality. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our method outperforms several state-of-the-art methods quantitatively and qualitatively.
